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Judge Cash is ranked 2nd in the past Decade according to Equistats! (1. Frenchmans Guy 2. Judge Cash)
His Barrel Offspring have earned well over a Million dollars!
Barrel horses are not the only specialty for Judge's babies as he was first an excellent race sire. Judge has produced a
world champion, seven superior runners, numerous graded stakes winners, and earners that have tallied over a million
dollars just on the track. Considering they have competed predominately in the Northwest, that is a pretty tidy sum. Of
his 108 ROM's, 70 have been two-years ROM's; and 55 of them have been 90 SI (or AAA) and better.
His offspring have earned over a Million dollars on the track!
Being the athletes that they are, Judge's offspring are not limited to these two disciplines. Because they're intelligent, and
love to work, there are many out there that are good rope horses, pickup horses (including 2008 NFR Pickup Horse
"Roxie"), ranch horses, english disciplines, and just the general all around good horse to go ride on the beach.
Judge Cash qualities that you'll probably see in your colt are: Supple, with long powerful strides. Big motors, but they like
a light hand. Very Friendly colts that will come to you and want to work. A huge hip on a nice sturdy frame that is built to
last. Confidence is usually not a problem, and intelligence is generally high. They hate to be in trouble, so a timely stern
correction the first time will usually will teach them that lesson for always. They're not to be forced, but if you're a good
teacher they will love learning. And lastly, they are usually gorgeous!!! The rule on Judge is, if your mare is nice then
your baby will be too. He is also notorious on crossing on a wide variety of mares which is quite unusual and says a lot on
what kind of sire he is.
In the breeding shed, Judge is a super horse with outstanding semen. He has an excellent reputation for settling his
mares whether you send them to the farm, or you live across the lands and breed via Artificial Insemination. He is an
excellent shipper with great motility.
Judge's dam, Mary Mito earned $45,294 with an SI of 104. She produced 12 foals, 10 ROMS, 7 with 90 SIs or
higher. Her daughter, Mary Dash, full sister to Judge, is grand-dam of Negro De Az, who earned $356,277. SI 110
Judge's grand-dam, Shelly Leo Bar produced 9 ROMs. Besides Mary Mito, there was her full sister Sally Mito who
produced: #1. Staley,who qualified for the 2006 World Show in barrel racing. #2 Streakin Silk who is the dam of Silk
To Cash- Producer; Streakin Together $80,374 - producer of Call Me Silking - producer of Jazzing Silk and Rio Rojo
Jeff. #3 Master Sid - 26 performance wins, 15 novice wins.
Looking at Judge's pedigree you will see that MITO PAINT, DASH FOR CASH cross. This is a proven nick for
performance and race. The same cross is in other stallion’s pedigrees that you may be familiar with:
•
•

On A High by Dash For Cash out of Yankee Doll by Mito Paint
Rebel Dasher by Dash For Cash out of Painted Rebel by Mito Paint - Rebel Dasher is the sire of Sherry
Cervi's good horse BC TINMAN

Judge has - Dash for Cash - Sugar Bars, Two of the biggest stud names in Barrel Breeding. Judge also has Three Bars
4x5, and Three Bars is said to be one of the strongest ingredients in top performance horse pedigrees. For icing on the
cake, Judge's dam side has a heavy dose of Joe Reed II.

